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THE GLOBALMemories waiting  
to be made

Since its inception, the Global RLI Awards have paid tribute to the very 
best in the world of  retail and leisure, having been held in London, Dubai, 
Los Angeles and more recently Riyadh over the last seventeen years.

RLI has continued to adapt and evolve to meet the rapidly changing 
needs of  the industry and we will enter 2023 with renewed hope, 
energy and resolutions.

The Global RLI Awards returned to the GCC in 2022 as the area 
continues to boost its drive to become a global capital of  future 
economy. Held in November 2022 at the British Embassy in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia, Retail and Leisure International’s seventeenth Global 
RLI Awards provided a memorable evening that recognised and 
celebrated the most visionary and innovative retail and leisure 
concepts from across the globe.

In her opening speech, RLI Publisher Jayne Rafter said: “The retail and 
leisure industry is exciting, dynamic and innovative and the Awards 
pay tribute to those companies that continue to push the boundaries; 
who are not afraid of  the challenges that they are presented with; 
and who refuse to settle for anything but the very best.”

In 2023, the Global RLI Awards will return to its iconic home, 
London and will continue to strive for excellence in an industry 
where the boundaries are always being pushed and now, more than 

ever, it is essential that we continue to collaborate and recognise 
achievements and ground-breaking projects around the world. The 
Global RLI Awards 2023 will once again recognise innovation and 
dynamism in an inspiring industry that continues to adapt and evolve 
according to fast-changing market environments.

RLI’s long-standing association with the city of  London allows us 
to leverage these opportunities to connect, explore and develop 
relationships and because of  this we are delighted to be bringing 
back both our renowned RLI Connect Global Deal-Making Forum as 
well as our highly-coveted and prestigious Global RLI Awards to the 
location where both events originated.

At RLI, we are constantly looking at ways to enhance the structure 
and criteria for the Awards, taking into account feedback from 
entries of  previous events and for the 2023 edition, we have 
updated categories to recognise both innovation and re-imagination 
in an ever-changing industry. We are always keen to invite entrants 
globally who wish to highlight their projects or companies and seek 
recognition on an international scale and we look forward to seeing 
such projects recognised at the Global RLI Awards 2023.

We are excited to welcome you to the eighteenth annual Global RLI 
Awards event and our eleventh RLI Connect Global Deal-Making 
Forum in London.

Celebrating exCellenCeCelebrating exCellenCe

• RLI Future Project
• RLI Most Anticipated Opening 2023
• RLI Most Innovative Retail & Tourism Destination
• RLI Best International Shopping Centre - New Build
• RLI Best International Shopping Centre - Renovation
• RLI Sustainable Project of  the Year
• RLI Sustainable Retailer of  the Year
• RLI Global Retailer of  the Year

• RLI Entertainment & Leisure Operator of  the Year
• RLI Most Immersive Attraction & Experience
• RLI Hospitality Operator of  the Year
• RLI Developer of  the Year
• RLI Designer of  the Year
• RLI Contractor of  the Year
• RLI Interior Excellence
• RLI Innovation in Technology Award

CATEGORIES 2023

EXPOSURE - Benefit from high profile branding to the international 
retail and leisure industry before, during and after the event.

NETWORKING - Meet major players and decision-makers within 
some of  the world’s leading organisations.

CREDIBILITY - Increase your standing through association with the 
world’s only global retail and leisure magazine - and the leading global 
Awards event in the industry.

OPPORTUNITY - Create new business opportunities through  
high-profile brand presence among current and potential customers.

ENTERTAINMENT - Delight your clients at the most exciting event 
in the global retail and leisure sector.

COVERAGE - Gain valuable coverage in RLI through Awards-related 
advertising and branding, editorial commentary, supplements and 
post-event write-up.

RECOGNITION - Be recognised as the market leader in your area 
and associate with an Award that complements your company.

KNOWLEDGE - Educate a highly influential audience of  retailers, 
leisure operators, developers and management companies about your 
products and services.

Why Partner With the global rli aWards?Why Partner With the global rli aWards?

Natural History Museum, London, UK Palazzo Versace Hotel, Dubai, UAE
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Company logo and credits in all Awards promotion:
• Logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of RLI leading 

up to the event as from the main announcement
• A dedicated e-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our 

Headline Partner
• Company logo and web link on the homepage of the RLI Awards Website 
• Credit in editorial coverage in RLI
• Credit in email campaigns 
• Logo on all invitations
• Logo on event banners and sponsor boards
• Logos and branding on all marketing collateral, including: RLI website, 

table booking forms and advertisements in RLI
• Global RLI Awards banner highlighting the partnership to be used across  

all social media platforms
• One Deal-Making package in premium location at RLI Connect Global  

2023 (Worth £10,000) 
 
High profile at the Global RLI Awards Gala Dinner evening to 
include:

• Premium table for 10 with wine in a prime location at the Global RLI 
Awards Gala Dinner

• Credits in the script
• Company logo and 3 High Resolution images on AV loop throughout the 

evening
• Logo and credits in dinner programme distributed to all guests
• Special credit and thanks during the speeches with logo and 1 minute 

video
• High profile branding throughout the evening
• Inside front cover advertisement in the dinner programme, with adjacent 

page profile this will be sent to our 85,000 email database prior to the 
event and placed on everyone’s seat at the event

• Opportunity to distribute literature and/or gifts at the Awards 
presentation evening

• Opportunity to present an Award 

Post Event:
• Press release
• Inside front cover advertisement of the Winners Brochure, distributed 

with the main RLI magazine issue to over 85,000 retail and leisure 
professionals globally and hosted on the RLI Website which attracts on 
average 330,000 visits each month

• Full list of guests/attendees  
COST £50,000

• Your logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of  
RLI – Retail & Leisure International Magazine leading up to the event

• A dedicated e-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our 
Entertainment Sponsor

• Company logo and web link on the homepage of the RLI Awards 
Website

• Logo recognition in all pre-event marketing within RLI – Retail & Leisure 
International magazine and on booking forms

• Logo on all invitations
• Logo on event banners and sponsor boards
• Table for 10 people with wine at the dinner, close to the stage
• Company logo and 3 High Resolution images on AV loop throughout the 

evening
• A4 full-colour advertisement in the dinner programme this will be 

sent to our 85,000 email database prior to the event and placed on 
everyone’s seat at the event

• Special credit and thanks before the entertainment with logo and 1 
minute video

• One Deal-Making package at RLI Connect Global 2023 (Worth £10,000)
• Branding in ‘The Winners Brochure’ which will be sent out digitally to 

85,000 retail and leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI 
website which attracts on average 330,000 visits each month

• Full list of guests/attendees  
COST £30,000

BENEFITS

2023 RLI Events will provide a select number of organisations with the 
opportunity to share in the success of the event brand both pre and 
post event as RLI maintains its successful relationship with our partners.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Personal introductions to Investors, Retailers, Leisure / Entertainment 
Operators etc.
A dedicated e-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our 
Awards Partner
We will work with you in the lead up to the event to continue to heighten 
your profile internationally

ENTERTAINMENT SPONSOR

AWARDS CATEGORY SPONSOR

CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION SPONSOR

• Your logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of RLI – 
Retail & Leisure International Magazine leading up to the event

• A dedicated e-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our 
latest category sponsor

• Table for 10 people with wine at the dinner, close to the stage
• One minute Sponsors Video
• Most senior person to present the award
• Company name on the award
• Logos and branding on all marketing collateral, including: RLI website, 

nomination and table booking forms, advertisements in RLI
• Email shots to database at least once every three weeks
• Logo on all invitations
• Company logo and 3 High Resolution images on AV loop throughout the 

evening
• A4 full-colour advertisement in the dinner programme this will be 

sent to our 85,000 email database prior to the event and placed on 
everyone’s seat at the event

• Branding in ‘The Winners Brochure’ which will be sent out digitally to 
85,000 retail and leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI 
website which attracts on average 330,000 visits each month

•  Two complimentary delegate passes to RLI Connect Global to the value 
of £1,990

• Full list of guests/attendees  
COST £10,000

• Your logo to appear in a full page advertisement in each issue of RLI – 
Retail & Leisure International Magazine leading up to the event

• A dedicated e-shot to our 85,000 email database announcing you as our 
Champagne Reception Sponsor

• Company logo and web link on the homepage of the RLI Awards 
Website

• Table for 10 people with wine at the dinner, close to the stage
• Credits in the script
• Logo recognition in all pre-event marketing within  

RLI – Retail & Leisure International magazine and on booking forms
• Logo on all invitations
• Video loop at Champagne Reception
• Branding throughout Champagne Reception
•  A4 full-colour advertisement in the dinner programme this will be 

sent to our 85,000 email database prior to the event and placed on 
everyone’s seat at the event

•  Branding in ‘The Winners Brochure’ which will be sent out digitally to 85,000 
retail and leisure professionals globally and hosted on the RLI website which 
attracts on average 330,000 visits each month

• Complimentary delegate passes to RLI Connect Global
• Full list of guests/attendees  
COST £20,000

GLOBAL RLI AWARDS HEADLINE PARTNERSHIP
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Opportunities


